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eRD108 Consortium

This presentation focuses on Micromegas R&D - only project funded for FY24
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CyMBaL sub-system
‣ Around the SVT 

‣ AddiAonal hit points for paEern recogniAon

Keeping zones 
Z = [-105, 140] cm  
R = [55, 60] cm

Cylindrical Micromegas Barrel Layer
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CyMBaL - layout

4 cylinders (z)

8 tiles per 
cylinder (φ)

‣ Barrel layout of 4 cylinders of 8 
iden/cal /les with 2D-readout 

‣ Curvature radii: 55cm/57.5cm 
for inner/outer cylinders 

‣ HermeAcity through φ and z 
overlaps (except in the middle)
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CyMBaL - tile

‣ Dimensions close to CLAS12 Micromegas module (BMT) - baseline for the design  

‣ Readout strips per module: 1024 and 32 channels per connector → 32 connectors  

‣ Front end boards (based on SALSA ASIC) on system edges 
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CyMBaL tiles à la CLAS12
‣ Design of the Ale very similar to CLAS12 BMT detector (project lead by CEA and taking data since 2017) 

‣  B=5T solenoid, total acAve area ~4m2 

‣ Light cylindrical Ales (~0.4% X0 per layer) 

‣ Build on past experience by upgrading CLAS12 design for ePIC needs  

‣ Bending of the Ale (larger radius) 

‣ Upgrade from 1D to 2D readout 

CLAS12 BMT Tile
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‣ Planned cylindrical MicroMegas R&D to upgrade the CLAS12 Micromegas technology to be 2D readout  

‣ 2D readout op/miza/on:  

‣ Design and build several small prototypes with different 2D-readout moAves and different resisAvity  

‣ Test beam at MAMI (Mainz)  

‣ Executed as planned  

‣For full scale prototype  

‣ Early design for a longer detector  

‣ Set-up of mesh tensioning system for low tension
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Previous report - achievements from FY23

Mesh tensioning system

Small prototypes setup for data taking
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‣ R&D for very-low material budget (0.2% X0) 2D Micromegas  

‣ Replacing FR4 (PCB) with light kapton foil stretched over carbon frame 

‣ Inves/ga/ng op/mal 2D readout and resis/ve paMerns + combinaAons 

‣ Varying resisAvity, shape, pitch, etc.. 

‣ Less support = stronger constraints for producAon 

‣ TesAng small flat prototypes (12x12 cm2)
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Low-X0 2D micromegas R&D
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‣ Tested several small Micromegas and µRWELL prototypes 

‣ Looking for opAmal performances (cluster size, uniformity of charge sharing, resoluAon) 

‣ Beam test of about one week in June ‘23 in Mainz at MAMI  

‣ Results from TB dominated by mulAple scaEering but 1mm strips design shows  
interesAng performances 

‣ TesAng of updates for the serigraphy/bulk processes
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Testing of low-X0 micromegas

Ex. for straight 
strips readout
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‣Finalize design for 2D-readout and resis/ve paMerns (from small prototypes results)  

‣ Set-up of upgraded cosmic test bench + potenAal 2nd test beam 

‣Comple/on and tests of the large-scale prototype 

‣  StarAng from the mechanical design and structure of a CLAS12 Ale to 
 save resources and Ame  

‣ Upgrade to 2D readout 

‣Design and building of the mechanical mock up for the ePIC /les 

‣ Structure and tooling 

‣Mi/ga/on for resolu/on degrada/on at large angles 

‣ Gas mixture opAmisaAon with smaller conversion gap (1-mm gap prototype) - in collaboraAon with Yale U. 

‣ Thin support material for cylindrical Micromegas
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FY24 Upgraded cosmic test bench

CLAS12 bulk after bending
New CLAS12 PCB
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Back-up 
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FEB layout


